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In February 2012, I traveled to New York City for a business trip.   One morning, I walked 
against the incoming flow of workers from my hotel to Zuccotti Park.  I had been asked to 
write about the Occupy Wall Street movement from a material culture studies perspective, 
and I wanted to see the actual space for myself.  Weeks of studying photographs and 
reading essays did not prepare me for the severe rectangular space and its inhospitable 
feeling.   Sunken below the street, the park rests in a canyon of office towers and looks like 
an unlikely spot for camping.  The sharp-edged benches and strong linear elements stood in 
sharp contrast from the images of rounded tents and soft sleeping bags pictured during its 
occupation.  There were several officers patrolling the space and a police watchtower in one 
corner.  How had this space gone from rather boring urban plaza to thriving community to 
demilitarized zone in such a short span?  And what would be the legacy of that cycle in how 
we view protest in America? 
 
Material culture scrutinizes the relationship between people and things.  An object may 
provide insights into the unspoken philosophy of a person and their culture at a point in 
time.  It may reveal ideas that were not captured in a written record, or in some cases, give 
evidence when no written records survive.  For example, a necklace or spear will tell us more 
about the military kings of Babylon than just the praising inscriptions surviving on a stone 
tablet.   For those people not of the stature of kings, objects are often the only physical 
record of their passing existence in this world.   
 
A cursory glance shows that lack of written records will not be a problem for future study of 
Occupy Wall Street.   The volume of words and photographs proves overwhelming with blogs, 
articles, essays, and theories throughout the Internet and in print media.   Even the majority 
of images feature words as the majority of protesters’ portraits include their handcrafted 
signs.  The cardboard signs relate to the material culture of past protest movements which 
have left a similar cache of banners, buttons, and sashes.  Sifting through all of those 
images and videos, however, it soon becomes evident that one object dominates the 
physical appearance of this movement, the tent.   
 
As an object, the tent seems to be an unusual form for protest.  A soft, lightweight object 
held together by poles and ropes, tents can be easily crushed or trampled.    The tent gives 
only temporary shelter and only preserves life for short periods of time.   It collapses and 
moves, coming out when needed and allowing for a person to move easily and quickly.  How 
does such an impermanent object play to a group of people looking for permanent, 
substantial change?    
 
Yet the tent has a long heritage of space occupation, population migrations, and social 
change.   The movement of invading troops becomes possible through tent structures.  The 
great castle sieges of medieval Europe and the mobile battle of the American Civil War share 
images of masses of men and arms sheltered in fleeting canvas cities.  Protest movements 
have embraced these military aspects of tents and tent cities for many centuries.   This 



attempt by people searching for social change to takeover a space with a temporary city is 
not a new phenomenon.  Tent cities have proven effective tools in the past, especially when 
people have felt that their needs are being ignored.   In American history, tent cities 
developed after the American Revolution and have often been used by war veterans in 
several decades.1  
 
In our modern times, protest camping became central to several movements notably those 
surrounding environmental and political or social concerns.  In 2011, the Arab Spring 
movements effectively used tent cities to take over spaces and push revolutionary change.  
This was followed by encampments in Israel focused on social and economic change.  By 
the start of OWS, the modern image of large-scale camps overtaking both privately and 
publicly owned space in major cities had become common.   
 
The choice of a camp compared to a mass march or picket line presents both benefits and 
potential disadvantages to a protest event.  Time is the greatest achievement.   Like a 
medieval siege, the establishment of a site-specific force shifts the dialogue away from one 
between two opponents and toward an endurance-oriented standoff -- who will move first 
and who can outlast the other.  For the protesters, lengthening the event pushed 
momentum in the public media especially in an age of rapid news cycles.  It forced the 
opposition, in this case the owners of the park and the city of New York, to determine the 
next move while creating a higher level of tension in the interactions of protestors, 
authorities, and local community members.   
 
Transforming from a temporary park protest to an encampment generated ramifications in 
the movement itself.  At its start, the OWS movement used small, individually purchased 
tents to provide shelter resulting in no uniformity of color or shape.  As time moved from fall 
to winter, the group used its governing structure to appropriate money for a few larger, 
military tents that could prevent hypothermia and offer more communal spaces.  These 
larger tents loomed over the smaller tents and the change in physicality quickly became 
noted among occupiers.  Some implied that the settlement now seemed more permanent 
while others disparaged attempts at town planning.  This notion of need seemed to be 
acknowledged by several participants who, in interviews, saw the change of tents as one of 
the biggest shifts in the park’s atmosphere.  In several of the November interviews by the 
New York Observer’s Drew Grant, people acknowledged the necessity of these tents but did 
not like the effect on the group dynamic.  One interviewee, Minister Romall Small explained: 
 

Well when I first got here, there were no tents. So now the tents are here, and 
they definitely change the whole atmosphere. It changes the physical 
dynamics: without the tents, the sea of humanity was more visible; more 
touchable. Now with the tents there are barriers. But they (the tents) are 
totally necessary.2 

                                                        
1 For more Reading on tents and protests: The History of Tent Cities And Protest Movements, 
http://comfortcommunity.wordpress.com/2011/10/19/the-history-of-tent-cities-and-protest-movements/ 
 
2 Quotes from protestors originate from: Drew Grant, “40 Portraits from Occupy Wallstreet” Tent City.” The 
New York Observer (November 10, 2011), retrieved from http://www.observer.com/2011/11/portraits-from-occupy-
wall-street-tent-city-slideshow/#slide6 



 
Zak Vreeland also commented on how the movement had changed:  

With the tents now it's a little strange. You can't walk through anything. 
There's all these dead ends and secret places. The whole middle over there is 
like a mysterious hobo Hobbit land. At night it's almost creepy. Obviously it's 
much more comfortable for people, but it's very difficult to walk around. 

From September to November the encampment morphed from a protest site with some 
small tents designed for immediate needs to a small village considering urban planning 
ideas and building a larger, more permanent infrastructure.  The amount of material goods 
began to increase as the concept of living through a winter took priority.  The addition of 
stronger tents and even a street structure pointed to the emergence of a more concrete 
community.  This phenomenon presented a fascinating interplay of objects and people as 
OWS evolved.    

The layered changes of Zuccotti Park are reminiscent of the natural phenomenon scientists 
call “ecological succession.”  With ecological succession, ecosystems can be born through 
the accretion of materials.  It may begin with a bit of dirt trapped in a crevice of granite rock.  
As more soil accumulates, a windblown grass seed will find the patch of dirt and sprout.  
That root system will hold more dirt making it a better home to more seeds.  The new system 
gathers momentum as more grass grows, holding more soil and nutrients in place.  Now a 
larger shrub can grow there and over time a tree.  Thus areas change from rock or desert 
into full blown forests.   

In Zuccotti Park, I wonder if we saw the beginning of a political or cultural ecological 
succession.  Over time, pictures and interviews show the community shifting from a toehold 
in the granite park but then expanding via additional objects such as generators, bicycle 
power stations, laptops, and sleeping pads.  A library grew into existence.  Streets and alleys 
became defined and a map issued.  If left for more time, perhaps more complex systems 
would have developed and more objects would have been added.  Would a fully functioning 
village pop up in Manhattan?  And at what point was the site no longer seen as temporary 
camp but as a home?  As police moved to clear the park, reporters recorded that some 
protesters attempted to set up barricades and defenses.  Other reports indicated that many 
called out that the camp was their home.   
 
On the morning of my visit, no evidence remained of that home – no tents, sleeping pads, or 
cardboard signs.  Scrubbed to immaculate cleanliness, Zuccotti Park returned to a stone 
plaza serving as a diagonal cut-through for commuters.   Although the protest camp proved 
to be fleeting in the face of a stronger civil authority, that image of contrast between soft, 
temporary tents and concrete skyscrapers may come to be an enduring symbol of 
movement and change within our larger society. 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
 


